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How FAQs Displayed on Website

With CMS page & blocks, the extension creates a dedicated
FAQ/ Knowledge Base page on your site. Your website visitors
can search for any topics related to their concern here.



Visitor can see FAQ answer as Simple text, Widgets, Images.
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Visitors can find the link to FAQs on any pages at header.

Visitors can find the link to FAQs on any pages at footer.



Admin Menu:

1)Manage FAQGroup – Add, Update and Delete
FAQ Groups

2)Manage FAQ – Add, Update and Delete FAQ.
3)Settings – Configuration Settings



Manage FAQGroup
To create a new FAQ gorup, click on the Add New FAQGroup
button on the top-right of the page.
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Inline Edit FAQ Group
Admin can edit single row by inline edit without open
FAQ group in new page.
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Add/Edit FAQ Group
On the next page, you will see a form to fill in group name, icon and
its sort order. The group with the smaller order number will be
displayed first.
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After filling all necessary information in, you will have two options
including Save/ Save and Continue, both of which help you to
save the FAQ group.
After creating FAQ Group, you can begin to add questions & answers
for each FAQ Group. Go to FAQ → Manage FAQ:
Here you can see a list of FAQs existing in your system (In case the
module has just been installed, no FAQ found here).
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Admin Configuration
FAQ → Settings

1. Ajax
2. Scroll

SEO related
configurations



Thank You !!


